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NKJV, Holy Bible, Woman Thou Art
Loosed, Paperback, Red Letter Edition
These books will facilitate students' understanding of
how young animals resemble their parents. Engaging
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photos and simple sentence structure will help early
emergent readers grasp these concepts quickly.

Cattle Record Book
Presents a photo essay about boys and girls who live
and work on their families' cattle ranches, taking part
in many activities including calving, branding, and
rounding up the herd.

Calving Log Book
***** Cattle Record Keeping Book***** This Beef
Calving Journal Tracker with 141 pages is essential for
farmers & ranchers to keep track of their calves. In
the interior of this Livestock Breeding Notebook you
can find: Calf ID Cow ID Sire ID Birth Date Sex Calving
Ease Calf Vigor Birth Weight Calf Nursed ( yes / no)
Weaning Weight Weaning Date Cow BCS Space for
Notes Monthly Planner Please Use The Look Inside
Feature To View More Details In The Interior Features:
141 Pages. Printed On White Paper Large Size Pages
8" x 10" inches (20.32 cm x 25.4 cm) Soft and
Durable Cover - Matte Finish ***** Grab Your Cattle
Record Keeping Book Today! ***** Cattle Record
Keeping Book, Beef Calving Journal Tracker, Livestock
Breeding Notebook to Keep Track of Your Calves
(Growth, Immunization,,,and more), Farm
Management Log Paperback

The Welfare of Cattle
Discusses the advantages and disadvantages of
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raising beef, and provides practical advice on
selecting, feeding, caring for, and butchering cattle

2 Tribes (paperback).
If you are a woman, there is a good chance you want
your legs to look great. What woman does not want
stunning calf muscles that look great in a little black
dress and some heels? When your legs are showing
you can bet people are looking, and the calves are
the most prominent area of the legs. Now, you have
the chance to build an exercise routine solely for your
calves. With Rachel Howe's new book, you will learn
10 exercises that will make those calf muscles pop.
The stares you will get now will be completely out of
envy. How Is This Book Different from Other Exercise
Books? Howe provides you with 10 different exercises
for toning your calf muscles. She explains the
significance of each exercise, and how you can
perform it correctly. You will get real exercises that
are proven to have an impact on the calves. You can
then take these ten and use them in combination with
one another and in rotation with your regular workout.
These exercises also do much more than work out
your calves. They also Help your core and arm
muscles. Create a healthier cardiovascular system
(heat, lungs, and veins). Help to work out your upper
legs and butt. Build core stability. How Will Your Legs
Benefit? You may be wondering how this is an book
for your calves if these exercises help all of these
areas. The exercises Howe has combined such
asjumping, using barbells, raises, presses, and taps
and steps are targeted directly at your calves.
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Jumping either with a rope or in other exercises is
ideal for toning the calf muscles. They are also great
for training your calf reflexes. Adding barbells to
different exercises will allow you to strengthen your
calves. Raises work three different muscles in your
lower leg as well as giving your knees a good
workout. Presses help to work out the deeper muscles
in the calves. Tap and step exercises are also great
ways for toning the muscles in the calves. All of these
can be done within the comfort of your own home.
The only additions you will need will be barbells or
weights and a jump rope. This allows you to use your
own body to master the exercises instead of
machines, and subsequently other areas of your body
will be benefitted also. You Will Never Have to Seek
out Another Calf Workout Guide If you have always
wanted great looking legs, your wait is over. With The
Top 10 Best Calf Toning Exercises for Women, you will
be set. You will have stunning calf muscles that will
highlight your legs. Never fear being seen in shorts or
a dress again. This guide has all of your calf toning
answers. If you want to have the legs of your dreams,
make it a reality with this book. You will be amazed at
what you have been missing out on this whole time.

Cow Coloring Book for Adults
Beef Cattle
Cows For Kids - Amazing Animal Books Table of
Contents Introduction About Cows Domestication and
Husbandry Cows in religion, traditions and folklore
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British White Randall Red Poll Tudanca Brown Swiss
Holstein Friesians Ayrshires Angus Limousin Murray
Grey Square Meater Cachena Ankole – Watusi Author
Bio Introduction There is nothing more refreshing than
drinking a glass of fresh milk early in the morning.
This Calcium rich liquid is produced by one special
animal- The cow. For over centuries, people had been
drinking the milk of cows more than any other animal.
No wonder the cows were referred as our foster
mothers! Cows are among the most common
domesticated mammals. Did you know that the 1st
cow arrived in America during 1611? Surprised? What
is even more astonishing is the fact that almost all
families had their own cow till 1850s. Since cows are
gentle animals, they could be handled easily. Cows
were domesticated not only to obtain milk. They were
used for other purposes such as in meat production,
as draft animals, in leather production as well as in
making manure or compost. Today, beef or the cattle
meat is used in many fast foods that everybody enjoy
like burgers, hamburgers, submarines and any more.
There is a unique flavor as well as a fine, succulent
texture in their meat which cannot be compared with
any other type of meat. Join us as we try to explore
the world of cows trying to understand their different
breeds, features, environmental impacts and many
other exciting facts!

Grass-Fed Cattle
Whether your goal is to raise one cow or to own a
larger herd of dairy or beef cattle, the expert advice
in this hands-on guidebook will tell you all you need to
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know. How to Raise Cattle guides readers through
beef and dairy operations from beginning to end. With
more than 200 color photographs, the book covers
conventional, sustainable, and organic farming
practices to detail all aspects of cattle farming. Easyto-follow advice helps you to: Choose and buy the
cattle suitable for you House and feed cattle Manage
your herd and keep it healthy Breed your herd Deliver
and raise calves Show cattle at fairs and club meets

Elephants and Their Calves
An introduction to the life cycle of cattle from birth to
adult, discussing appearance, food, instinct, and
nurturing.

The Red Cow and Her Friends
Every cattle farmer — from the keeper of a family
milk cow to the rancher overseeing a large herd —
will gain confidence and control by becoming more
knowledgeable about calving. Healthy pregnancies,
safe births, and thriving calves are critical to every
cattle operation, and in remote farm locations, the
veterinarian is not always readily available. Even if
the vet is nearby, the farm's finances will be healthier
if the farmer can oversee most of the calving process.
Heather Smith Thomas, an expert on livestock with
decades of firsthand experience, covers every routine
situation likely to arise before, during, and after
calving. And when the calving process is out of the
ordinary, Thomas guides the farmer through
pregnancy problems, difficult deliveries, recognizing
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when to call in a vet, and postpartum complications.
Her thorough coverage of what to expect in every
situation gives farmers the knowledge they need to
care personally for their cows. The second half of the
book is dedicated to ensuring that every calf gets off
to a healthy start. Thomas helps farmers work with
cows reluctant to nurse, substitute mothers, and frail
calves. A complete chapter on calfhood illnesses
explains warning signs and offers tips on prevention
and treatment. As people return to farming in growing
numbers, the demand for safe, humane livestock
knowledge continues to increase. Farmers will turn to
this reliable volume again and again as they welcome
each new calf.

Cattle Kids
In this practical guide, Heather Smith Thomas
provides easy-to-execute solutions for a variety of
common medical situations that can afflict your
animals, including bacterial diseases, parasites, and
nutritional deficiencies.

Temple Grandin
Farming has been in John Connell's family for
generations, but he never intended to follow in his
father's footsteps. Until, one winter, he finds himself
back on the farm and begins to learn the ways of the
farmer and the way of the cows. Connell records the
hypnotic rhythm of the farming day - cleaning the
outhouses, milking the herd, tending to sickly lambs,
helping the cows give birth. But alongside the routine
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events, there are the unforeseen moments when
things go wrong: when a calf fails to thrive, when a
sheep goes missing, when illness breaks out, when
depression takes hold, when an argument erupts and
things are said that cannot be unsaid. The Cow Book
is the story of a calving season. It is also the story of
the cow itself, from its domestication and worship as
a God by the Ancient Egyptians to the modern
practice of mechanized herds, via the figure of the
cowboy, the destruction of the American buffalo, the
demise of the aboriginal jackaroos and the
consequences of BSE. And, above all, it is the story of
Connell's life as a farmer, of his relationship with his
birthplace of County Longford, with the community
around the family farm, with the animals he tends,
and with his father.

Beef Cattle Feeding and Nutrition
Perfect for your little family farm. Ideal to make a
success of your first year of breeding cows. Feature
includes : Simple Calendar : To help you in scheduling
practices pertaining to the cow herd over a twelvemonth period. Calf register : You can log 17 calves per
page, and you have 510 fields for your cow
registration To record calf number, sex of the calf, sire
number, birth weight, weaning weight, calving ease,
calf vigor and Growth record to register, The weight of
the young stocks at different intervals. Notes sheets
:You can write all your important notes by specifying
the date, to come back later. This log will help you
easily organize and record calving information.take
action and take your cow herd to next level.
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The Cattle Health Handbook
Hobby Farms Beef Cattle: Keeping a Small-Scale Herd
for Pleasure and Profit, written by Ann Larkin Hansen,
serves as an excellent introduction to raising cows for
food or simply to graze while mowing and fertilizing
the pasture. This colorful guide offers experienced
hobby farmers and beginners all of the essential
information necessary to purchase and maintain a
small herd of beef cattle. While managing her own
hobby farm in Wisconsin, Hansen shares her expertise
in all things farm and has authored numerous books
such as Making Hay, The Organic Farming Manual,
and Finding Good Farmland. In this comprehensive
book Beef Cattle, Hansen corrals the hobby farmer
into the world of cowboys and cowgirls: she begins,
“Beef cattle are as much at home on the hobby farm
as they are on the range.” This colorful primer begins
with the basics, from biological traits and breeds to
behavior and life cycle, and describes exactly what’s
required for a hobby farmer to maintain a herd of
cattle—the four F’s—fencing, feed, fields, and
facilities. Given the expense involved in the purchase
and maintenance of beef cattle, all hobby farmers will
welcome Hansen’s sound and sensible advice on
buying the right cattle, whether steer calves for meat
or breeding stock for building up a herd. The buying
chapter helps farmers focus on what to look for when
selecting cattle; how cows, heifers, and bulls are
priced; where to purchase; and how to get cattle to
your farm. The feeding and nutrition of cattle is a
complicated topic, and Hansen breaks it down into
the three basic components that every keeper needs
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to understand: pasture, hay, and grain. With
directness and clarity, she explains the ins and outs of
grazing, selecting ideal foodstuffs, using salt and
minerals, and maintaining good weight on the herd.
The reader can rely on her expert advice to learn the
fundamentals of handling cattle, including herding,
loading, and transporting cattle, as well as keeping
beef cattle healthy through preventive methods,
vaccinations, parasite control and veterinary
assistance. For hobby farmers planning to breed their
livestock, Beef Cattle includes a chapter on pairing
cows and heifers, the actual breeding, artificial
insemination, the care of pregnant cows, calving,
caring for the young, and weaning calves. The final
chapter of the book “Marketing and Processing Your
Cattle” is geared toward hobby farmers looking to get
beef processed, grade meat, and sell the final
product. Sidebars of fun trivia, stories from farmers,
and useful advice appear throughout the handbook. A
glossary of over 100 terms; an appendix of health
issues; a resource section of useful websites, books,
and periodicals; and a detailed index complete the
book.

Agricultural Statistics, 2007 (Paperback)
This adult coloring book contains 40 fantastic Cow
coloring pages in paisley, henna and mandala style
designs that are designed to promote stress relief and
relaxation. This coloring book for adults is a fantastic
item for people who love Cows, and contains a variety
of designs based on cows, everyone's favourite
farmyard animal. The Cow coloring book is great buy
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for beginners and coloring book enthusiasts alike, that
enjoy coloring mandala, paisley and henna style
images, and it is designed for people of any coloring
skill level. Therefore this Cow coloring book for grown
ups makes a great gift or buy for any Cow lover who
is either looking to start coloring, or someone who is
already experienced in coloring books for grown-ups.
The coloring pages within this book range in
complexity, with bigger easier to color designs to
more complex, detailed Henna and Paisley designs
based on the cow breeds of the world. Not only has
this book been designed to help allow the user to
relieve stress, but also helps to promote creative
expression by containing a variety of different styles,
patterns and designs for you to color. This coloring
book for grown ups great value for money, but the
images inside the book are compiled by different
artists, this helps to ensure a variety of styles and
designs. The designs on the coloring pages inside this
book are printed single sided to not only prevent
bleed through, meaning this book is appropriate for a
range of different coloring mediums, such as felt tips,
coloring pencils, crayons and many more. But also
allows the user to remove the pages for hanging or
framing purposes without risking the loss of any of
the other designs. While this coloring book was
designed with stress relief for adults in mind, this
book is also suitable for people of all ages.

The Top 10 Best Calf Toning Exercises for
Women [Illustrated]
When Temple Grandin was born, her parents knew
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that she was different. Years later she was diagnosed
with autism. While Temple’s doctor recommended a
hospital, her mother believed in her. Temple went to
school instead. Today, Dr. Temple Grandin is a
scientist and professor of animal science at Colorado
State University. Her world-changing career
revolutionized the livestock industry. As an advocate
for autism, Temple uses her experience as an
example of the unique contributions that autistic
people can make. This compelling biography
complete with Temple’s personal photos takes us
inside her extraordinary mind and opens the door to a
broader understanding of autism.

Moo and Moo and the Little Calf too
Four years ago, journalist Peter Lovenheim was
standing in a long line at McDonald’s to buy a Happy
Meal for his little daughter, which would come with a
much-desired Teenie Beanie Baby—either a black-andwhite cow named “Daisy” or an adorable red bull
named “Snort.” Finding it rather strange that young
children were being offered cuddly toy cows one
minute and eating the grilled remains of real ones the
next, Lovenheim suddenly saw clearly the great
disconnect between what we eat and our knowledge
of where it comes from. Determined to understand
the process by which living animals become food,
Lovenheim did the only thing he could think of: He
bought a calf—make that twin calves, number 7 and
number 8—from the dairy farm where they were born
and asked for permission to spend as much time as
necessary hanging around and observing everything
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that happened in the lives of these farm animals.
Portrait of a Burger as a Young Calf is the provocative
true story of Peter Lovenheim’s hands-on journey into
the dairy and beef industries as he follows his calves
from conception to possible consumption. In the
process, he gets to know the good, hard-working
people who raise our cattle and make milk products,
beef, and veal available to consumers like you and
me. He supplies us with a “fly on the wall” view of
how these animals are used to put food on America’s
very abundant tables. Constantly vigilant about
wanting to be an observer who never interferes,
Lovenheim allows the reader to see every aspect of a
cow’s life, without passing judgment. Reading this
book will forever change the way you think about food
and the people and animals who provide it for us.
From the Hardcover edition.

Sacred Cows Make the Best Burgers
Cows for Kids, Cow Fun and Facts, is a fun filled
learning experience about cattle. It's chock-full of
beautiful photos of various breeds, colors, sizes, and
ages of cattle. It's fun because you can tell what the
cows are thinking! They have quite a sense of humor.
It's educational as facts are interspersed with the
fun.Dairy cows are featured with actual photos of
cows lining up to get milked and the actual milking
operation. It is udderly fascinating and educational!
Since calves are so cute, there is an abundance of
pictures of calves ranging from newborn to several
weeks old. You'll learn what it takes for a newborn calf
to be healthy. You will also get to see young people
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grooming and preparing their animals for show. These
4-H and FFA youngsters are learning what it takes to
care for and even breed cattle. When show time
comes you can see the results. The last section of this
book shows how Werkoven Dairy and Qualco Energy
have teamed up to provide an environmentally
friendly farm that uses the manure to benefit farmers,
fishermen, and families. “This book is a great learning
tool.” — Qualco Energy Board of directorsFor added
enjoyment, a fun quiz is at the end of the book. Be
careful, there may be some trick questions.Malinda is
an accomplished author of many children's books.
She lives in Mississippi. Ray Ruppert lives in western
Washington where most of these pictures were taken.
This is the second book that Malinda Mitchell and Ray
Ruppert have produced together.

The Cow Book
Successfully raise grass-fed cattle and enjoy the
benefits of great-tasting beef and a financially stable
enterprise. In this comprehensive guide, Julius
Ruechel covers every aspect of raising healthy and
thriving grass-fed cattle, offering advice on herd
selection, pasture management, medical care,
necessary equipment, winter grazing, slaughtering
procedures, and more. With tips on creating a viable
business plan and identifying niche markets for your
beef, Ruechel provides everything you need to know
to develop a profitable and environmentally
sustainable grass-fed cattle operation.

Cows and Their Calves
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This new edition of T.W. Perry's classic reference
provides both updated, and new information on the
feeding and nutritional requirements of beef cattle,
from breeding [or growing] to finishing. All the critical
components of diet are dealt with: vitamins, minerals,
protein, silage, etc. The different nutritional needs of
breeding cattle are also detailed. Thoroughly updated
to help ranchers and feedlot managers maximize
yield and efficiency, this Second Edition should be on
the shelves of all those involved with beef cattle herd
management and production.

Essential Guide to Calving
Prepared under the direction of Forestine Chapman.
Rose M. Petrone was responsible for coordination and
technical editorial work. Contains reliable information
on agricultural production, supplies, consumption,
facilities, costs, and returns. Its tables of annual data
covera wide variety of facts in forms suited to most
common use.

What the Cow Said to the Calf
This log book is for you to keep track of your calves.
There are spaces for Calf ID, Birth Date, Calf Vigor,
Weight, etc. You can log 20 calves per page.
Convenient size - 6 by 9 inches, plenty of room to
write in all the information. 100 pages

Cows Have Calves
Contains a selection of White Papers, commissioned
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to better inform the exploration of cattle welfare.
These are prepared by notable experts in their field,
to help provide factual context around selected topics
that impact cattle welfare and production systems.
Covers all aspects of cattle use in an accessible style,
making this a must have volume for anyone
interested in cattle welfare or cattle medicine.
Provides an in-depth picture of the distinctive beef
and dairy cattle welfare practices and issues, covering
topics such as behavior, breeding and genetic
manipulation, nutrition and feeding, housing and
management, health and disease, and transport and
slaughter. Written by acknowledged leaders in animal
science, veterinary science, philosophy and animal
welfare, presenting a truly multidisciplinary
perspective on cattle welfare. Includes a section on
understanding and managing animal welfare in both
beef and dairy cattle, discussing how cattle perceive
the world, animal handling and pain mitigation, and
how to assure that the cows have a reasonably good
life. The Welfare of Cattle offers an accurate, detailed
account of the ethical and welfare concerns related to
the human use of cattle. There is currently no
significant book dealing with the welfare of cows,
animals often seen as archetypal paradigms of 'farm
animals'. Covering both beef and dairy cattle, the
expert authors provide in-depth information on the
husbandry roots of traditional agriculture, the
replacement of this system of stewardship by an
industrial model, and the resulting welfare challenges
associated with industrial agriculture: feedlots, highly
industrialized dairies, and slaughterhouses killing
huge numbers of animals who have been transported
great distances. This important book explores in detail
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the ways in which people who are providing care for
cattle can take their first step, or their next step,
toward enhancing the welfare of these animals.

Agricultural Statistics, 2002 (Paperback)
Keeping records during breeding and calving seasons
is what makes difference in your business. This
logbook and record keeping will help you to tracking
how much each cow produces and what cows to keep
and what to sell as well as following up with the
health of your herd. It also includes Cow Gestation
Chart to make you more prepared during the calving
season. It also has a dedicated section for livestock
inventory. In addition to, expenses and income
reports that will assist you in the calculations of
profits and documenting your calving business growth
for each season. Specifications Size 8 inches by 10
inches (less than A4) suitable for carrying and storing
in the truck and specious enough to write in it. Cover
Printed softcover glossy finishing and Paperback
binding so that it easily carried and stored as well as
easily cleaned if dirt falls on it. Pages count: 120
pages (60 sheets) divided into five sections. 1.
Inventory sheets for the start of the year and the end
of the year 2. Breeding and Calving log with Cow
Gestation Chart. Breeding sheets has tables to
document: Calving Season, Date Sire Turned In, Date
Sire Removed, Length of Breeding Season, Start
Calving, End Calving, Cows Exposed, Cows Pregnant,
Expected Due Date, Actual Due Date, Cows Open,
Abortions, Died At Birth, Died Between Birth &
Weaning, Calves Weaned. Calving log sheets has
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tables to document: Calf ID, Dame ID, Sire ID, Date of
Birth, Sex, Calving Ease, Calve vigor, Birth weight,
Calf nursed, Weaning date, Weaning weight, Cow
BCS, Notes 3. Individual Cow Records to document (if
applicable) ID, Type (Heifer/Cow/Steer/Sire),
Description, Purpose (meat/Milk/Other), Cow's Dam ID
& Breed, Cow's Sire ID & Breed, Date of birth,
Weaning weight Date & year of logging, Cow age,
Cow weight, Body condition score, Purchase Date,
Purchase Price, Date of sale or removal, Reason, Sale
weight, Sale price 4. Medical log to document medical
issues, Treatment given and any comments. 5.
Expenses & Income log sheets to write the dates,
items, category and expenses as well as total
expenses for each category and overall expenses. The
income log sheets have place to document sales and
various income sources as well as total income and
profit calculations. Keep track of your calving business
by the help of this logbook. Scroll up and Buy your
copy.

Cows For Kids - Amazing Animal Books
The timeless message of Scripture is combined with
the teaching of popular pastor T.D. Jakes to addresses
the emotional and spiritual concerns of women from a
biblical perspective.

Raising Dairy Cattle for Beginners
Dairy Calf and Heifer Feeding and
Management: Some Key Concepts and
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Practices
AWESOME Cattle Breeding & Calving Record Book! *
One Subject * 150 Pages - Excellent quality and
amazing value! Keeping records during breeding and
calving seasons is what makes difference in your
business. This logbook and record keeping will help
you to tracking how much each cow produces and
what cows to keep and what to sell as well as
following up with the health of your herd. It also
includes Cow Gestation Chart to make you more
prepared during the calving season. It also has a
dedicated section for livestock inventory. In addition
to, expenses and income reports that will assist you in
the calculations of profits and documenting your
calving business growth for each season. Features: 1.
Inventory sheets for the start of the year and the end
of the year 2. Breeding and Calving log with Cow
Gestation Chart. Breeding sheets has tables to
document: Calving Season, Date Sire Turned In, Date
Sire Removed, Length of Breeding Season, Start
Calving, End Calving, Cows Exposed, Cows Pregnant,
Expected Due Date, Actual Due Date, Cows Open,
Abortions, Died At Birth, Died Between Birth Weaning,
Calves Weaned. Calving log sheets has tables to
document: Calf ID, Dame ID, Sire ID, Date of Birth,
Sex, Calving Ease, Calve vigor, Birth weight, Calf
nursed, Weaning date, Weaning weight, Cow BCS,
Notes 3. Individual Cow Records to document (if
applicable) ID , Type (Heifer/Cow/Steer/Sire),
Description, Purpose (meat/Milk/Other), Cow's Dam ID
Breed, Cow's Sire ID Breed, Date of birth, Weaning
weight Date & year of logging, Cow age, Cow weight,
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Body condition score, Purchase Date, Purchase Price,
Date of sale or removal, Reason, Sale weight, Sale
price 4. Medical log to document medical issues,
Treatment given and any comments. 5. Expenses &
Income log sheets to write the dates, items, category
and expenses as well as total expenses for each
category and overall expenses. The income log sheets
have place to document sales and various income
sources as well as total income and profit
calculations. Journal features: 8 x 10 inches (suitable
for carrying and storing in the truck and specious
enough to write in it.) 150 pages Paperback Perfect
bound, soft cover Printed on quality white paper Scroll
up and click 'buy' to grab one today and start tracking
your calving business. Check out SIUL BOOKS for
more awesome usefull logbooks.

Beef Calving Log Book
Designed for kids ages 9 and up, this friendly and
encouraging guide introduces children to the fun and
rewarding experience of raising a calf. With ageappropriate instructions, clear photographs, and easyto-read diagrams, Heather Smith Thomas covers the
basics of choosing the right calf, feeding and housing,
showing, and calf health care. Whether they’re
interested in raising an animal for beef or dairy,
children will find everything they need to know to
safely and successfully care for their very own calf.

Cattle Calving Record Book
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Portrait of a Burger as a Young Calf
Contains reliable information on agricultural
production, supplies, consumption, facilities, costs,
and returns. Its tables of annual data covering a wide
variety of facts in forms suited to most common use.

Cattle Breeding & Calving Record Book
Easy-to-follow text and photos introduce readers to
cows and their calves. Plus each title includes bonus
augmented reality video to help readers learn more.

Cattle-ranch to College
Sacred cows--outdated and costly business practices
such as the reports that are never read or a slowdown of innovative ideas--exist in every company.
Inspired by insights gained from more than 450
programs conducted with all types of organizations,
the authors of SACRED COWS MAKE THE BEST
BURGERS show how corporations can kill off the
sacred cows that are crippling them.

Calving Log Book
An introduction to the life cycle of cattle from birth to
adult, discussing appearance, food, instinct, and
nurturing.

Cows for Kids Cow Fun and Facts
It is always a pleasure to avoid responsibility and it
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gives me a feeling of relief to be able to announce
that I am not wholly responsible for this collection.
When it was suggested that I should put together the
articles dealing with the Red Cow, and the other farm
animals, I felt reluctant to trouble the public with a
somewhat frivolous book at the present time. It
seemed as if Fate were with me for when it was
decided to go on with the book it was found that my
file of clippings had been lost. But the matter was still
urged and, remembering that at different times
readers had written to me saying that they were in
the habit of clipping the articles for future reference, I
published a paragraph telling of my predicament. The
result was that I received clippings from all parts of
Canada and some were even sent from neighbouring
States. Through the kindness of my unknown friends I
am able to offer a book which they have really edited.
Some of the sketches used would have been rejected
had I relied on my own judgment, but finding that
they had pleased some readers I decided that they
might please others. Having the chance to shift the
responsibility for the book from my own shoulders, I
accepted it joyously. The unknown friends who did me
the honour of preserving these articles as they
appeared are the real editors.

How to Raise Cattle
Milk. Steak. Burgers. What's your pleasure? Did you
know that beef cattle are cattle raised for meat
production and are different from dairy cattle which
are used for milk production. The meat of mature or
almost mature cattle is mostly known as beef. In the
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production of beef there are primarily three stages:
cow-calf operations, backgrounding, and feedlot
operations. Cow-calf operations are designed
specifically to breed cows for their offspring. From
here the calves are backgrounded for a feedlot.
Animals that are grown specifically for the feedlot are
known as feeder cattle and the goal of these animals
is fattening. Animals that are not grown for a feedlot
are typically female and are commonly known as
heifers. While the principal use of beef cattle is meat
production, other uses include leather, and beef byproducts used in candy, shampoo, cosmetics, insulin
and inhalers. Who knew that cows did so much! And
did you also know that ranchers need to manage their
herd and keep track of the following: Monthly
Planning Calving Record Bull Breeding Record Cow
Production History Card Breeding Record Medical Log
Deworming & Immunizations Cattle Sales Record
Expense Records Keep track of your cattle herd with
the Cattle Record Book.

Getting Started with Beef and Dairy
Cattle
Raising Dairy Cattle for Beginners A Simple Guide to
Dairy Cattle for Milk & Eventually Meat Do you want
to produce your own milk? Are you looking to start a
small dairy farm? Do you want to know how to keep
dairy cattle? Then this book is for you! This book will
teach you everything that you need to know about
how to start a small dairy farm or just keep one dairy
cow. It's completely up to you, and you'll learn how to
not only care for your cows but to pick the best breed
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for what you want. This book will take you through
everything from figuring out how much land to get,
picking your breed, how to store your milk, common
health problems, birthing calves and more! There is
no reason to second guess your decision. It can be
easy to raise a dairy cow as long as you know the
common risks and problems that may occur, and this
book makes sure to cover them all. This book will
even take you through a few recipes that you can
make with the milk that your dairy cows produce.

Cows and Calves
Looking for a technical but practical science-based
book on Dairy Calf and Heifer Feeding and
Management? Are you a field person such as a
nutritionist or veterinarian or calf/heifer specialist, a
commercial dairy or calf/heifer operation, a student,
or dairy scientist? Al Kertz has spent 46 years doing
calf and heifer research, making on-farm visits and
evaluations, conducting dairy training of employees,
interacting with scientists and technical people,
publishing 17 scientific articles in this area, reading
and studying the scientific literature, and writing
articles since 2001 for Feedstuffs (>110) and Hoard's
Dairyman (> 59). After periodic requests to publish a
book in this area and with the approval of Feedstuffs,
this book has been compiled by amalgamating,
organizing, and editing many Feedstuffs' articles into
a book with 9 chapters encompassing an Introduction
and USA Demographics, Colostrum, Milk Replacers,
Calf Starters, Water, Post-weaned Transition Month,
Heifers, Other Management Issues, and Evaluations.
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The focus of the book is on some key concepts and
practices, and it can serve as a technical reference for
a variety of people. While its focus is on the USA,
Kertz has spent nearly 20 years doing consulting work
in over 20 countries where he finds the science and
applications similar, albeit in the metric system. Alois
(Al) F. Kertz grew up on a small Missouri dairy farm.
He earned B.S. and M. S. degrees in dairy husbandry
and nutrition from the University of Missouri under the
tutelage of John Campbell before completing 2 years
of US Army active duty as a research Nutrition Officer,
and then managing food supply for military
operations in Thailand. At Cornell University, his major
professor was J. T. (Tom) Reid with a Ph. D. thesis
project on growth and development of cattle. That
became a great platform for understanding and
working with calves, heifers, dry cows, and lactating
cows and their bodily changes and metabolism. In
1973, he began employment under the direction of
J.P. Everett, Jr. at Ralston Purina Company. He
became another mentor from whom Al began to learn
about calves and heifers. The basis for this book are
the many Feedstuffs columns which he has
written--many of which are excerpted and edited into
this book; the Young Calf Model from the 2001 Dairy
NRC publication for which he was a reviewer; and the
100-year review in the December 2017 Journal of
Dairy Science on Calf Nutrition and Management
made possible only through the major work by 5 coauthors: Mark Hill, Jim Quigley, Jud Heinrichs, Jim Linn,
and Jim Drackley. In addition, there were the on-going
grounding and understanding of practical applications
provided by visiting, reviewing, and developing
recommendations for many dairy operations in the
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U.S. and in many other countries as well. These visits
often provided insights into how science could meet
application. That became an on-going learning
process for if the science was not applicable, then
maybe we did not understand the science, or how to
apply it. This book is designed to be a handy
reference for field people and students, and as a
reference for scientists in their teaching and research
to understand concepts and how they are applied to
feeding and managing dairy calves and heifers.

Your Calf
During the massive 7.8M earthquake that hit New
Zealand in November 2016 two cows and a calf were
stranded on a two-metre high 'island' when their
paddock slid and buckled 80 metres from its original
position. Sensibly they stayed put and were rescued
by farmers a day or so later. This story attracted huge
media attention locally and around the world. It's an
iconic story of bravery in the face of great adversity,
and of helping others and protecting those around us.
It's also emblematic of the laconic Kiwi sense of
humour and the strength of the New Zealand spirit
when faced with chaos and crisis. It's a light point in
the midst of devastation.

Cows Have Calves
Describes and illustrates elephants and their calves.

Raising a Calf for Beef
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A guide to raising beef and dairy cattle that explains
how to pick the best cattle, with an overview of
specific breed attributes and information on how size,
color, body shape, hair length, and milking abilities
make each more or less suitable to various needs.
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